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Abstract 
This paper presents a genetic algorithm based model for soccer video summarization. The model first introduces 
audio features to improve fitness function which is used to calculate the relative differences among all the selected 
frames. Then the model employs crossover and mutation operators to get the meaningful summary in a video search 
space. Experimental results and comparisons are presented to show our model can get more reasonable and attractive 
frames than the traditional method on soccer video static summarization. 
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1. Introduction
Rapid increase in the amount of video data demands for various multimedia applications to effectively
manage and store a huge amount of audio visual information. Hence, there is a strong demand for a 
mechanism to provide compact representations of video sequences that allow users to gain certain 
perspectives of a video without having to watch it in its entirety. 
Video summarization offers a concise representation of the original video. According to [1], there are 
two fundamental types of video abstracts viz. static video abstract and dynamic video skimming. A static 
abstract is a small collection of salient images extracted from the original video sequence. A dynamic 
skimming consists of both the image sequences and the corresponding audio abstract. A simple approach 
to extracting key-frames from shot is based on frame content changes computed by features, such as color 
histogram [2] or motion activity [3]. Zhu proposed a hierarchical video summarization strategy that 
explores video content structure to provide the users with a scalable, multilevel video summary [4]. In 
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above methods, a predefined threshold is required to control the number of keyframes. Furthermore, there 
are some shot independent approaches. For instance, Girgensohn proposed a time-constrained clustering 
method to extract keyframe [5]. Other more sophisticated methods are also proposed, including the 
integration of motion and spatial activity analysis with face detection technologies [6], object-based 
approach [7], and a progressive multi-resolution keyframe extraction technique [8]. 
Despite numerous efforts in generating video summarization, the results are still far from satisfactory. 
Those systems that neglect audio track are not able to obtain impressive results. Also, the algorithms 
involving over-intensive computation are normally impractical to real applications. Moreover, those 
methods can’t suit for all kinds of videos. To overcome these drawbacks, this paper proposes to employ a 
Genetic Algorithm to deliver a meaningful summary (still image abstract) of soccer videos that uses 
multimodal features. 
2. Visual Feature Extraction 
A soccer game usually lasts for about two or more hours, in this image sequence, a lot of images may 
be similar to adjacent ones. We should give more attention to those that are not too similar, so we first 
subsample the video at a low rate, and call this original set of frames A. We pick out the least similar 
frames by measuring their differences with color histograms, and call this reduce set A'.
There is a notion that the longer shots are more important, because they can attract more attention than 
the shorter ones. So, we define the length factor IL to evaluate the frames. Then, people are always 
interested in rare image in a video, if they have no subjective intention. So we use commonality factor IC
as a criterion to define the fitness function. Furthermore, earlier appearing frames are more heavily 
weighted than later ones if they are similar, so we use another factor IPr to eveluation the precedence of 
each frames[9]. 
3. Genetic Algorithm for Soccer Video summarization 
In this paper, we combine visual features and audio features for defining the fitness function to select 
key frames. The soccer video abstract procedure is described in Fig. 1. 
3.1. Audio Feature Extraction 
Audio feature is an important part of feature framework. People are always attracted by the louder or 
sudden sound if they have no subjective intention. Therefore, in this section, we define two audio features: 
average sound energy and average sound peak. We also consider the response time when we calculate the 
audio features. Because when an attack or a goal occurs, commentators and audiences need short time, 
about 0.1s~0.3s, to react [10]. 
Fig. 1. The block diagram of the present model
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In general, people may pay attention to an audio segment with absolute loud sound, which can be 
measured by average energy of an audio segment. Hence, the average sound energy is defined as: 
/E avr avrI E MaxE=  .                                   (1) 
Where Eavr denotes the average energy of an audio segment. MaxEavr is the maximum average energy 
of an entire audio segments.
On the other hand, the sudden sound effects always grab human attention. So the average sound peak is 
calculated as follow. 
/Pe peak peakI E MaxE=   (2) 
We define the Epeak and MaxEpeak as we defined Eavr and MaxEavr above. 
3.2. Integrated Audio Feature and Visual Feature 
When subsampling the original video, we not only use the differences with color histograms, but also 
consider the impact of audio features. So we define the difference of any two images i and j as follow.  
( , ) ( , )
( ) ( 1, )
E Peg i j d i j I I
gh i g i i
= ⋅ ⋅
= −
Where d(i,j) is the difference of any two images i and j with color histograms. 
Then we put together five factors for average sound energy, average sound peak, length, commonality 
and precedence, we define the importance as follow. 
Prlog( ) log(1/ )E Pe L CI I I I I I= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅             (3) 
To take into consideration the relative distinction among keyframes, we use the important together with 
the difference of any two frames in set A' to define the fitness function as follow. 
,
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f S g i j I I
∈
= +∑                (4)
Where Sk is a subset of k selected images in A'.
3.3. Genetic Algorithm 
A genetic algorithm is a search method used to find exact or approximate solutions to optimization 
problems [11]. Due to the large number of the set A', traditional algorithm is hard to effectively optimize 
(4). So, we use GA to look for a given number k of images that provide as much information as possible 
about what actually happened during the video. 
GA used in this paper can be divided into three parts: encoding, fitness function, crossover and 
mutation operations. In GA approach, a population of chromosomes is randomly generated, and the 
evolution process is performed iteratively one generation at a time. In the end, the individual with the 
highest fitness is decoded to obtain the video summarization. 
3.3.1. Encoding 
We have chosen to encode our chromosomes with binary encoding because of its popularity and its 
relative simplicity. Moreover, our experiments have proved that the binary genetic algorithm is more 
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quickly and easily to get the best fitness value than the decimal genetic algorithm when they are used in 
video summarization. For the binary encoding, every chromosome is a string of bits (0, 1). In our genetic 
solution, the bit position of a chromosome string is an index for a image in A'. The length of the 
chromosome is the number of frames. We use 1 to denote the selected frames, while 0 denotes the frame 
which doesn’t be selected. The number of 1 is set to be a fixed constant by the input specification. 
3.3.2. Fitness Function 
In this paper, we use (4) as fitness function. We emphasize that any well-defined fitness function can 
also be used and will work with the genetic mechanism of the algorithm. That is one of the advantages of 
the proposed model. 
3.3.3. The Crossover and Mutation Operators 
The genetic algorithm works by randomly selecting chromosomes to reproduce, biasing selection 
toward individuals with higher fitness. For Standard GA (SGA) crossover operator, two chromosomes are 
sliced at the crossing site, and the two tail pieces are swapped and rejoined with the head pieces to 
produce two offsprings with crossover possibility Pc. In our GA method, instead of crossing at a random 
bit, we use the position of left of the 1 as the possible crossing site, all crossing sites being selectable with 
equal probability. 
In order to maintain a fixed number of 1’s in each chromosome, a mutation procedure is applied. A 
gene is randomly selected and the value at that position adjusted in order to make the total number of 1 
closer to that originally specified. This operation is repeated until obtaining the desired number of 1. 
4. Experiment and Results 
We take the frames which encoded by 1 plus the first frame of the original video as the keyframe. This 
algorithm is applied to the video with k=5 and population size of 50 randomly chosen chromosomes. It 
runs over 100 generations with a mutation possibility of 0.2 and a crossover possibility of 0.8. 
Video 1 is a soccer video which record shot process. Fig. 2 shows the key frames layout of three 
methods: uniform approach, GSA approach [9] and present approach. In a collection of equidistant frames, 
long scenes without much change are heavily emphasized, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Meanwhile, frames from 
very short shots might be missed with a uniform selection. At the same time, it can be seen in Fig. 2(b) 
that the keyframes using GSA approach puts emphasis on diversity and abundance. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t contain the most attractive frame, the goal frame. Frame 238 in video 1 is the image in which the 
player kicks a goal. The results using our approach are showed in Fig. 2(c). We can see that present 
approach can get the main information including the goal frame from the original soccer videos. 
Meanwhile, the two other methods obtain too much redundant information and hard for people to get the 
main idea. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a universal model to generating summarizations of soccer videos. We 
pick out the least similar images from original video by measuring the differences with the color 
histograms and audio information. The novel fitness function was designed by integrating visual features 
and audio features together. We also consider the response time during calculating the audio features. 
Experimental results show that the GA based method with audio and visual features is more suitable for 
abstracting soccer video, and it can get the optimal fitness to get the main idea of the soccer video. 
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As future paths of research, we plan to add other features (motion, speech) to improve the quality of 
the summary. Furthermore, the larger set of soccer video keyframe extraction is also worth an 
investigation. 
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a. Uniform approach
b. GSA approach 
c. Present approach 
Fig. 2. Keyframes comparison from video 1 
1                                 238                           281                            412                             449                           511 
  1                               384                          390                          397                           449                           486 
1                                99                             197                             295                            393                           491 
